You have been labeled an amateur filmmaker. Professionals can be amateurs, in that they maintain an idealism, a love for making films.

An amateur is one who loves what he does. The reason I am into animation is because I happen to be able to do a lot of things in that area — not easily, but I can do things that not many individuals can do all as one person. Some people can write, others can draw, others can think editorially, while some people are technical. I can do all these as one person; that solves communication problems and eliminates a lot of psychological problems that working with other people might involve. I don’t have to earn my living in film.

Let’s talk about your intentions. In The Portrait of Lydia there are recurring motifs and images which apply to other of your films — women, snake, horse.

Portrait of Lydia was my first and — as far as I knew at the time — last film. So I just poured all kinds of images that I had scraped together into the one film. Then I started making other films and each one has one or more aspects from Portrait of Lydia. But Portrait of Lydia contained a lot of my inner feelings, ideas, images.

Barry and Greg Thomson, freelance writers from Toronto, are both graduates of York University where they worked, respectively as Associate Editor and Book Editor, on Pulse Magazine.

Let’s discuss the image sequence in The Portrait of Lydia. Images appear to follow a pattern; for example, there is a Bible, a courtroom, a woman, a skull, then a tombstone and so on.

I planned the film so that it goes in cycles because the music went in cycles. That is the reason for the repetition. Toward the end of the film I gave up the cycles because I got bored drawing the same things over and over. Up till then I stuck to my plan.

The basic idea of the film was about a girl who lived in a middle-sized Ontario town who was breaking free from her inhibitions. All my theories about religion and life are in the film. For example, religion is the super-ego which is ingrained by parents and the church. Lydia breaks free in her nakedness and someone touches her. Bang! All of a sudden the father appears, then the church and so forth. Her death is the ultimate punishment, probably.

Basically, the film represents the girl’s thoughts about love, sex, marriage.

Could you explain why Freud and Jung and mythology in general are catalysts to your animation ideas?

Well, when I made Portrait of Lydia I was in fact carrying out a hunch I’d had years ago. I had been wondering whether there was some connection between art appreciation and dream symbolism. If in dreams a tree or shrubbery has a
particular meaning I wondered whether that kind of thing made certain images attractive because they played on those symbols in the mind. I did a painting one time based on a famous reclining nude by George Wan. Then I took the various parts of the body and superimposed little miniature paintings over them. A breast became a nicely rounded hill in a landscape, for instance.

I've always felt that there was a certain amount of truth in the things Freud was groping for. It's a very inexact science and I put it to the test by making the film. Most people are quite unaware that I've done that and that's fine. People look at it and like it or dislike it for their own reasons. One woman may see a horse as a male symbol and another way see it as a symbol of aggression and another may see it as a father image. But it's hard to deny that horses are attractive to look at, for one reason or another.

I got interested in Jung only recently. He goes way further. He tracks down mythology to the idea that there are basic human characteristics shown in myths. Mythologies of different countries often run quite parallel to one another. The Canadian Indians and the Japanese; the South American Indians and the Europeans have many things in common with one another in their early stories and myths. I try to go back to those things so I'll have a reasonably good chance of making a film that will appeal broadly and have a long, long life rather than being something that is merely a comment on the passing moment.

Mythology, of course, is a good subject matter for animation because so much of it involves transformations and monsters and so on.

Your first development of a myth as a whole would be the one with the serpent - Europa and the Bull.

Well, consciously using myth. The myth of Europa and the Bull was my excuse to put on the screen what I really wanted there.

I did make a short film on Marilyn Monroe before I started being a little more serious. You can shoot a film in an evening if you work at it hard and I did one on Marilyn Monroe one evening on my vacation.

A film on Marilyn Monroe - that's mythology! Later I thought that since there is so much material available on Marilyn Monroe that I'd do a larger work. I thought I should start with Athena and work through various goddesses to Clara Bow. One continuous dissolve through Betty Boop and so on till we end with Marilyn Monroe.

Incidentally in Eurynome, each time I made any kind of movement with the plasticine figure I destroyed the piece of sculpture. I had to have something to refer to. The woman's face is that of Marilyn Monroe. It's not really recognizable as such but that's the image I used.

Did you research Greek myth in any detail?

I did a lot of reading in that area. Let me tell you how the film came about. I started out to do a film called Three Loves, based on paintings I had seen of Zeus who seduced people in various forms; as a shower of gold, as a swan, as a bull, as a serpent and various other things. I decided that since the serpent-and-woman relationship was always kind of a shocker I'd put that and Dia and the Bull and Leda and the Swan together in one film. I intended to make a mythological trilogy. I shot Leda and the Swan, but the figures were so tiny and the animation so bad that it didn't work. Also, the action between Leda and the Swan was so bestial that I've only shown it to one or two people. I was so discouraged I abandoned the whole project.

But, during the next six months to a year I learned a lot of things. I learned not to make little plasticine figures. I made the basic female plasticine figure a foot high instead of a few inches and started again.

In order to do those three stories I used Robert Graves' book on mythology. He has many interesting insights. He's much like Fraser and others who are into psychological and
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**Filmography**

**JOHN STRATON**

The Portrait of Lydia: 1963-64. Animator, John Straiton; music, Franz Schubert, Eighth Symphony; 16 mm, color, 8 min. The film deals with the myth of art history. All the images are famous Western paintings. "Basically the film represents the girl's thoughts about love, sex and marriage." (J.S.)

Steam Ballet: 1966-67. Photography and editing by John Straiton; music, Glen Miller, The Miller Mood; 16 mm, color, 4 min. A montage of moving images of machinery - cogs, wheels and camshafts - seem made to move to the Miller mood.

The Banshees: 1966-67. Photography, sculpture and animation by John Straiton; music, Igor Stravinsky, Firebird; 16 mm, color, 8:05 min. Fairytale-like images of fire and night and shapes that seem to come alive.

Animals in Motion: 1968. Animator, John Straiton; photographed by Edward Muybridge from 1877-85; 16 mm, sepia, 7 min. Music, show music from 1880-90 period. Witty montage of Muybridge's serious studies is a spirited romp through his collected photographs.

Eurynome: 1969-70. Animation and sculpture by John Straiton; 16 mm, color, 6:00 min. Music, Gustav Mahler, Seventh Symphony. Sensual as plasticine can be, a lot of myths are mixed in a strangely heavy allegory of a woman, a snake and some consequences.

Horseplay: 1972-73. Animator, John Straiton; producer, Mrs. Louise Clinton; music composed and synchronized by Bill Cordray; 16 mm, sepia, 7 min. Music, show music from 1880-90 period. A montage of moving images of machinery - cogs, wheels and camshafts - seem made to move to the Miller mood.

sociological study of mythic content. The first myth in Graves' book is about the serpent and the woman. In the recounting of this myth she rose from the sea and I just couldn't make the sea out of plasticine. The rocks in Eurynome I got from another myth which explained the creation of man by giants throwing rocks at one another and the rocks turning into people. There are all kinds of bits and pieces from mythology that I compressed into the one film.

Why did you use a real clip of a hydrogen bomb explosion in Eurynome?

I couldn't make a plasticine explosion. I don't like the explosion very much, but I needed something to wipe out the sexual arousement and I thought that was pretty strong.

Why did you choose Mahler's music for Eurynome?

A friend of mine suggested it when I asked, "What would be a good piece of music?" and that was it. The rest of the film's soundtrack was made by a woman who worked for the (advertising) agency who liked to experiment with sound. It's quite an incredible job. There are seven or eight layers of sound on the track. I owe her a debt of gratitude since the film's soundtrack was made by a woman who worked for the (advertising) agency who liked to experiment with sound.

On the program of your films recently exhibited at the Ontario Science Centre by the Ontario Film Theatre there is a note written on Steam Ballet about machines being sensual. Do you find this to be so?

For some reason nobody accepted Steam Ballet. I noticed that whenever one of my films had a sexy quality to it people accepted it. So I thought: "What the hell, I'll write something about this film that's sexy." There are people who are amused by the movement of the machine parts. They have a humorous look. Like an eccentric dancer. That's what delighted me.

How did you come to do Steam Ballet?

It happened over a period of three or four years. One year I went to a steam engine fair and thought about doing the film. The next year I shot it in 8 mm. It looked good so I did it the following year in 16 mm.

The 8 mm version is almost identical to the 16 mm film except that a few of the more entertaining movements I couldn't find the next time around. I am not telling a story or creating an essay. More than anything else I am making interesting visuals — pretty to look at and enjoy. I didn't have any other thought in mind but what I called the film — Steam Ballet — and that's literally what it is. It's a dance.

I made Steam Ballet to go with a train song by Miller — Chattanooga Choo Choo. It had a good rhythm, but was too short. So I ran the footage I shot with different pieces of music and in the mood worked well.

Steam Ballet was never very popular in amateur circles. It was an easy film to make and I did it quickly.

The Banshees, like Eurynome, has a destructive element: the fire.

I used to do wood carving. I'd take a root and make part of a figure out of it. I did these wood carvings years ago when I was in my 20s. On my vacation I'd find driftwood on the shore and carve a face on it.

With The Banshees I wanted to make a film about witches and darkness and the forest and wooden objects. At first I had in mind a film using natural roots and other shapes. Later I thought, "I've got all this sculpture. I'll slip that in too." I used the lighting to bring these things to life, to make a dance of the witches. I imagined a dark, red hole in the ground glowing upward with these creatures performing a witches' sabbath.

I was influenced by Dorothy in the Wizard of Oz film, the trees grabbing her and so on.

Would you explain how you came to do Animals in Motion?

Edward Muybridge published 100,000 photos or more in the late 1800s. The book I have, which contains the film's title, is 75 years old. I shot some of the film from this book, but I found it was destroying it with the animation device. So I got two collections that have been reprinted in modern times and filmed them.

The books have sequences with 12 to 20 photos to each movement study. Some of them are quite random. For example, the woman smoking was obviously taken with vertical cameras because the perspective change is from up to down at a rate of six frames a second, I would guess. I made Animals in Motion by leafing through these picture books and picking out amusing juxtapositions. It didn't work as well as I had hoped. The woman climbs the ladder and then the monkey climbs a stick. The monkey travels along upside down and the woman does the same. It isn't until the plump woman walks by and then the elephant walks by that the joke finally connects.

There is another one people miss. A woman is sweeping and a horse goes by, then a dog goes by and she continues sweeping. When an elephant goes by she puts the broom down. That was the Chaplin gag I was trying to use and it didn't work.

Was Animals in Motion shot in monochrome?

I shot it black and white negative and when I saw it I looked dull so I had it printed on color stock using a filter, to give an antique photographic look.

With Animals in Motion you used a technique that became synonymous with Expo 67 films: multiple screen images.

I decided to use multiple images just to show that I could do it.

What was the little piece at the end of Animals in Motion? It looks like some guy putting on his pants.

That was me.

It happened so quickly.

That's an inside joke. Muybridge had photographed himself so I did the same.

In several of your films you appear to emphasize the action by pointing it up rather than allowing the action to speak for itself. For example, in Horseplay when the woman
kisses the horse you use a cliche, having hearts burst forth, but the source of the hearts is between her legs rather than between her lips.

Both, by the way. These cliches are what they used to do in most animation but I decided to do what I did just for fun. That's playing. It's similar to Felix the Cat. When he was surprised there would be an exclamation point over his head.

How did you choose the subject for Horseplay? What were the things that mainly interested you in making this film?

That's an interesting story. There was a girl who worked at the agency who was interested in film. She said if I was making a film sometime she'd like to be involved in it somehow. She had a horse and a rather good-looking husband.

Elementary animation forms a play about a horse in Horseplay

With those ingredients the idea of Horseplay developed. I made a very tight storyboard. Then I shot the film live. Needless to say she wore a bathing suit, which I removed during the animation.

The subject was mythology. I try to choose for animation something that can't be done in some other way. What interested me was using live action as a basic for the animation. You'll notice in the film hand-held camera movement and things of that sort, which are usually not done in animation. While I was making it one of the things that was interesting to me was seeing how little drawing I could do in order to suggest an action. I had a lot of fun doing that. There are places where I used only a few lines to show the horse and the rider, getting very free or loose in my drawing style.

How would you describe your visual aesthetic?

If you mean what do I like, I guess I would say I like concrete rather than abstract. When I paint I like to paint real things, real scenes. My taste is average. I am not a fan of Pollock or Warhol or Snow. In art I suppose I like the impressionist period the best. Things where people know that they're seeing art and not just some invention.

Photography is magic and filmmaking is more than magic. Where I first felt that was when I first did animation with plasticine. Literally, I felt I had created a being. Here's this little piece of plasticine and it moves its hand and looks at you. That's magic and I was thrilled with this. Magic and mythology coincide with one another. Bergman as a child was interested in magic; Orson Welles is interested in magic and Lumiere was a magician to begin with. This kind of person often gets into filmmaking.

What do you expect the audience to bring to your films?

Well, interest in the human mind, a sense of humor, a little literacy. Most of my films were made for my friends. So, I have an idea of the people I am addressing or making the film for. I expect them to know a little bit about things, real scenes. My taste is average. I am not a fan of Pollock or Warhol or Snow. In art I suppose I like the impressionist period the best. Things where people know that they're seeing art and not just some invention.

Photography is magic and filmmaking is more than magic. Where I first felt that was when I first did animation with plasticine. Literally, I felt I had created a being. Here's this little piece of plasticine and it moves its hand and looks at you. That's magic and I was thrilled with this. Magic and mythology coincide with one another. Bergman as a child was interested in magic; Orson Welles is interested in magic and Lumiere was a magician to begin with. This kind of person often gets into filmmaking.

What is the situation with distribution of your films?

They are handled basically by the filmmakers' co-operative (Canadian Filmmakers' Distribution Centre) here in Toronto. There's an outfit in California distributing some of my films. I understand they owe me money and I have yet to see it. I find the whole film world to be loose and strange about money and payments. I am glad I am not trying to make a living on film work.
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There are over 200
CP16R's in the News

Here are some of the reasons...

- Lightweight
- No cables
- On shoulder shooting, no tripod necessary
- Rugged and reliable in any climate
- Extremely mobile
- Light Nicad batteries give between 3,000 and 4,000 ft. per single charge
- Full reflex
- Quiet operating, a really silent partner
- Camera, amplifier & battery, all in one.

Cinema Products, CP16R,
a complete camera system.

Alex L. CLARK CO. LTD.
Toronto • Montreal • Calgary
Toronto — Telephone (416) 255-8594
30 Dorchester Ave.
35 years of creative animation

The National Film Board of Canada proudly announces its participation in the International Animated Film Festival, Ottawa '76

National Arts Centre, August 10 to 15

Retrospective of NFBC animated films:
Tuesday, August 10, 3 to 5 p.m.

Exhibition on the history of animation: throughout Festival in the lobby of the Arts Centre

Films in competition

Photo from LE MERLE
A film by Norman McLaren

Photo from MINDSCAPE
A film by Jacques Drouin

National Film Board of Canada
Office national du film du Canada